Treatment with tiludronic acid helps reduce the development of experimental osteoarthritis lesions in dogs with anterior cruciate ligament transection followed by reconstructive surgery: a 1-year study with quantitative magnetic resonance imaging.
to investigate over a 1-year period in dogs that underwent extracapsular stabilization surgery (ECS) following anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) transection: whether reconstructive surgery could prevent osteoarthritis (OA) progression and whether treatment with the bisphosphonate tiludronic acid (TA) could improve the chronic evolution of OA structural changes. ACL transection was performed on dogs on Day 0 and ECS on Day 28. Dogs were randomly divided into 2 groups: 15 received placebo and 16 were treated with TA (2 mg/kg subcutaneous injection) on Days 14, 28, 56, and 84. Magnetic resonance images were acquired on Days -10, 26, 91, 210, and 357, and cartilage volume was quantified. At sacrifice (Day 364), cartilage from femoral condyles and tibial plateaus was macroscopically and histologically evaluated. Expression levels of MMP-1, -3, -13, ADAMTS-4, -5, BMP-2, FGF-2, IGF-1, TGF-ß1, collagen type II, and aggrecan were determined using real-time RT-PCR. the loss of cartilage volume observed after ACL transection stabilized following ECS. Thereafter, a gradual gain occurred, with the cartilage volume loss on the tibial plateaus reduced at Day 91 (p < 0.02) and Day 210 (p < 0.001) in the TA-treated dogs. At sacrifice, TA-treated dogs presented a reduction in the severity of macroscopic (p = 0.03 for plateaus) and histologic (p = 0.07 for plateaus) cartilage lesions, had a better preserved collagen network, and showed decreased MMP-13 (p = 0.04), MMP-1 and MMP-3 levels. our findings indicate that in dogs with ACL transection, ECS greatly prevents development of cartilage volume loss. Treatment with TA provided an additional benefit of reducing the development of OA lesions.